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cia Vinci Exhibit ofInventions
SOURCE:OPI
The technical and artistic
conbibutionsofLeo~da

Vinci will be shown in a
traveling exhibition and
lecture at the University of
Missouri-Rolla.
The
~ition,
which
features 25 large, working
scale models of da Vinci's
mechanical inventions, will
be displayed in UMR's
CUrtis Laws Wilson Library
from Jan. 15 to Feb. 15.
The models are part of a '
collection that is owned by
the mM Corp. and were
constructed from da Vinci's
original plans and drawings.

In addition, all of the models
may be operated by visitors
to the exhibition.
On Jan. 20, Dr. Wallace J.
Tomasini, director of the
School of Art and Art History
at the Universty of Iowa, will
speak . on "Leonardo da
Vinci: uf Pictura Sclentia"
at 4 p.m. in the UMR St.
Pat's Ballroom University
Center-West. Dr. Tomasini's
visit and lecture are sponsored by a grant from the
Missouri Committee for the
Humanities.
Both the exhibition and the
lecture are free and open to
the public.
"In addition to showing da
Vinci's
contemporary

thinking, the l ecture and
Models in the exhibition
exhibition also will explore
include practical as well as
how the humanities and
theoretical devices. Among
technology came together in
them are: an armored tank,
this flfteenth-century artistpaddle-wheel
ship,
engineer," said Dr. Douglas
automatic printing press,
Wixson, UMR associate
helicopter
and
flying
professor of English.
machine,
triple-tiered
"Recently, historians of
machine gun, automatic
technology have become
spit, various measuring
increasingly interested in . devices,spring-drlV!!ll
creative
exploring
the
automobile,
hydraulic
process in the technical - screw, variable speed drive,
fields," said Dr. Harry J.
parachute, automatic chuck
Eisenman, chatrman of the
(lathe), file cutter and a
UMR
sOcial
sciences
mechanism
with
clock
department. "More and
separate train for minutes
more they have come to find
and hours.
that, in this respect, art and
The models are displayed
engineering share a great
with explanatory materials
deal."

and sketches reproduced
from da Vinci's notebooks,
which he worte in minute
and accurate left-handed
mirror writing.
The first modem set of
models of da Vinci's
mechanical inventions was
built in 1938 in Milan, Italy.
These full-scale reproductions traveled briefly and
during World War II were
destroyed by bombs in
Tokyo.

Following the war, a new
set of models on a smaller
scale was built in the United
States and exhibited at the
Los
Angeles
County
Museum. ThIs collection was

acquired by the WM CoI1l. in
1951 and was Incorporated
into the company's touring
exhibition program. SInce
then additional models have
been built and the collection
has been shown througbout
the United States In colleges,
musewns, libraries and
various corporate locations.
For further information on
the exhibition or lecture
please contact either Dr.
Wixson, 224 HumanitiesSocial ScIences Building,
UMR, Rolla, Mo. 65401,
phone: 314-341-4684, or Dr.
Eisenman, 116 HumanitiesSocial Sciences Building,
UMR, phone: 314-341-4101.

UMRFilm Series
SOURCE:OPI

The da Vinci display located in library lobby.
(Photo by Wellington)

The
University
of
Missouri-Rolla's Film Series
for the 1982 spring semester
will feature 14 films and a
special appearance by film
director Les Blank.
The series will open on
Jan. 21 with "Casablanca,"
which will be followed by
"Melvin and Howard," Jan.
28; "The Stunt Man," Feb.
4; "Mon Oncle d' Amerique,"
Feb.
11;
"The Black
18;
Stallion, "
Feb.
. "Resurrection" and "Night
and Fog," Feb. 23; special
appearance by director Les
Blank and a showing of his

films, March 3 (Wednesday) dicated. The cost of a season
Centennial Hall, University ticket is $12, while single
Center-East, free; "Return admission at the door is
of the Secaucus Seven," $2.25.
March 11; "The EmigrantFor further information or
s," March 25; "Love and to reserve a season ticket,
Death,"
April
1;
contact Arts and Sciences
"MaraUSade," April 15; . Continuing Education, G-7A'
"Black Ol1lheus," April 22;
Humanities-Social Sciences
"It Came From Outer Space Building,
University
of
(3-D) ," glasses provided Missouri-~lla, Rolla, Mo.
(shown at 7:30 and 9 p.m.);
65401, phone: 314-341-4201.
and "The Last Detail," May
The UMR film series is
6.
supported in pari by a grant
All films will be shown at from the Missouri State
7:30
p.m.
in
Miles Council on the Arts. Series
Auditorium,
Mechanical director is James Bogan,
Engineering Building, ex- UMR assistant professor of
cept where othei"Wise in- art.

Dr. Walter Schrenk Honored by Portrait
SOURCE:OPI

portrait, which was painted
by Carney, will be hllng,
along with a plaque, in a
Mrs. Walter T. Schrenk prominent place in UMR's
and Rolla businessman and Walter
T.
Schrenk
artist George Carney have Chemistry-Chemical Engidonated a portrait of the late neering Building.
Dr. Walter T. Schrenk,
University of MIssouri-Rolla ~ Dr. Schrenk joined the
professor
emeritus
of faculty of what was then the
chemical engineering, to Missouri School of MInes and
UMR's
chemical Metallurgy (MSM) as an
engineering and chemistry assistant professor In 1923
and served MSM Until he
departments.
"We are very grateful to retired in 1961 as professor
both Mrs. Schrenk and Mr. emeritus.
For Z7 of those years (l~
Carney
for
their
1956) he served as chairman
generosity," said Dr. James
of the combined chemical
W. Johnson, chairman of
engineering and chemistry
UMR chemical engineering.
department. During his
" Dr. Schrenk meant a great
tenure as chairman, the
deal to a lot of people, and
number of departmental
this is a gift that we shall
degrees doubled, a new
value highly."
chemical
engineering
Johnson added that the

-- '"

building was erected and the chemiStry students.
University
of
Missouri
groundwork was laid for the
Dr. Schrenk died in Board of Curators approved
creation
of
separate December
the renaming of UMR's
1979.
The
departments of chemistry
and chemical engineering.
Musician needed for
Dr. Schrenk served as a
consultant to governmental
laboratories and as the chief
national officer of Alpha Chi
townspeople from Rolla and
SOURCE:OPI
Sigma,
professional
The
University
of surrounding communities.
fraternity of the chemical
Missouri-Rolla is looking for The group is directed by Joel
sciences. In 1972 he received
'a ssistant
experienced musicians for Kramme,
that organization's highest
poSitions in the University professor of music.
award, the Kuebler Award,
A major concert will be
Orchestra.
for outstanding service to
In greatest demand are presented by the orchestra
the fraternity and the
persons who can play any of on May 2 at the UMR Cedar
profession of chemistry.
the string instruments, and Street Center. Included on
During his lifetime Dr.
the double bass viol in the program will be "ConSchrenk augmented his
particular. Also needed are certo for Flute and Oboe, Op.
other
academic
con7, NO.5" by T. Alblnoni ;
tributions to MSM and UMR . instrumentalists who play
oboes, bassoons, French " Suite (Overture) No. 31n D.
by setting up, with personal
Major" by J . S. Bach; Piano
horns and trumpets.
contributions,
a
wellThe orchestra is made up Concerto No. 23 In A Major"
endowed loan fund for
of students, faculty and by W. A. Mozart; and
chemical engineering and

Chenustry-Chemical Engineering Buliding In his honor
the following summer.

University Orchestra
"March for the Royal
Society of Musicians" by
F. J . Haydn.
Rehearsals are scheduled
for Thursdays, 7 to 9: 15 p.m .,
from Jan. 21 through April
29, with the exception of two
weeks in March when
rehearsals will be on
Tuesdays.
All interested musicians
are invited to contact Joel
Kramme, G-a Harris Hall,
University of MIssouriRolla, Rolla, Mo. 65401, or
call him at 341-4185.

.1"
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Editor' s Note: If your organiz ation is having a
turn in details to the MINER office in
Building T-l before Monday at 9 p.m. and we will
llst it in the Activities Section of the paper. No
articles submlt ted will be printed unless written
in complete sentences with proper gramm ar. No
schedule or flyers will be rewritt en and
publlshed by the staff for the Activities Section.
H your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity , get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
The MINER reserve s the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.
m~ting,

TONIGHT'S FILM
TooIgbt's FIlm

AIR FORCE ROO'C
Air
Air Force ROTC representa tlves will be on campus to discuss
lon
Force opportunit les 23 Jan. 82. 1be Air Force OUicers Quallflcat
Maramec
the
in
a.m.
8:00
at
Test will be administe red on 23 Jan. 82

Room in the Student Center-Ea st. Applicant s interested In pursuing
on
the AF ROTC tw(}-year program are required to take tbe examinatl
prior to entry Into the program. Drop by and see the AF ROTC
In
representa tives on Friday the 21st of January. 1bey will be located
the Student Center-Ea st from 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.

BLUE KEY

The UMR Chapter of the Blue Key Natlonal Honor Fraternity will
25.
begin accepting applicatlo ns for membersh ip Monday, January
Applicatlo ns are available at tbe candy counter.

KME
Kappa Mu Epsilon, the Mathemat lcs Honor Fraternity , will have
6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. for
Thursday
and
Monday
on
help sessions
to
students In Math 2,4, 6, 8, 21, 22. Starting Jan. 25. Also applicatlo ns
join KME are available for eIIg1ble students.

l
UMR FIlm Series, " Casablanc a," Miles Auditoriu m, Mechanica
Engineeri ng Building, 7:30p.m., season tlcket or $2.25 at the door.
VETERAN S CLUB
1bere will be a UMR Veterans Club meeting Thursday, Jan. 21, 4:30
is
p.m. in 206 Norwood Hall. New members are welcome. Membersh ip
for
open to all UMR students receiving G.I . Bill benefits. Bring ideas
T·shirt design.
CLIMBIN G CLUB
1be MSM Cllmbing Club meets every Thursday at 6:30 in room 305,
21.
Norwood Hall. 1be first meeting thts semester will be January
Officers will be elected and new membersh ips taken.

WOMEN'S VARSITY SOF1'BALL
1bere will be a meeting for all coeds Interested In playing women's
varsity softball tonight at 6:00 p.m. In the Multl·Pur pose Building.
Costuming, scenic, sound, properties , and productlon assistants for
H.M.S. Pinafore sbould auditlon on Thursday , Jan. 21, at 6:30 p.m.,
inRoom 139-140 Chemical Engineeri ng Building. For further
formation call 341-4195.

UMR THEATRE PROGRA M

UMR 1breatre program presents" A Minor Sampler No.2" Friday,
January 22,8:00 p.m. at the Cedar Street Center.

Missouri Miner

The Missouri Miner is the official publication of the students of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is published weekly at
Rolla, Missouri. The Missouri Miner features activities of the·
students and faculty of U M R.
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SPORTS CAR CLUB

The University of MIssouri-Roila Sports Car Club will be having a
meeting this Tuesday, January 26,7 :00 p.m. at Sigma Nu, 1007 Main
St. Membersh ips for this semester will be available for five dollars.
KING BEE:
Flute, oboe, clarinet, trumpet, hom, trombone , strings, tlmpanl,
and percussion players needed for the pit orchestra for H.M.S.
Pinafore may try out on Tuesday, Jan. 26, at 6:30 p.m. All the above
auditions will take place in Room 101 of tbe Old Cafeteria. .

Su bs cr ip ts
SUBScri pts

The play, "Butterflies Are
Free," will be presented by
the Alpha-Omega Players on
Tuesday , January 26, at 8
p.m. at Cedar Street Center.
Admission is free.
diamond-sharp
The
comedy hit about a young
would-be folk singer, who
happens also to be blind,
trying to make his way along
in Greenwich Village, and
gettiilg a helping hand (and
more! ) from the luscious
young girl next door, will
bring an evening of heartwarming laughter to all.
David Willis, magician,
January 29 at 8 p.m.,
Centennial Hall. See this
refreshing approach to the
art of HOCUS POCUS to be

presented by David . Willis.
David is a unique comic
Blending
magiCIan.
sparkling humor with slightof-hand, he perfonns various
a
with
impossibilities
cheerful disregard for the
laws of nature. Illusion,
stand-up comedy, and a lot
of audience interaction are
combined for a wide array of
delights, from card rising
out of an audience members'
hand to the unllkely appearance of Sidney Skunk
(the world's only skunk impressionist) .
Movie

31 at 4 and 6:30 p.m. Cen-

Tbe cafeteria In the University Center-Ea st will be open for study
hours from 7-11 p.m. Monday through Thursday during the spring
semester. The opening of the facillty for evening study was requested
as
by students, and the cafeteria will remain open for studying as long
there is a demand.

FINANCIAL AID
To be conslde~ for financial ald during SUMMER 1982, FALL 1982
or SPRING 1983 you must complete the ACI' Family FinanCial
Statemen t and the UMR Financial Aid Applicatio n.
First considerat lon will be given to those applicants who apply
before April 30th.
Both the ACI' Family Financial Statemen t and the UMR Financial
Aid Application are available in front of the Student Financial Aid
Office, 106 Parker Hall.
YOGA
Yoga classes will begin again Monday, January 4, at 6: 30 p.m. in the
1be
Missouri Room, second Ooor, University Center·Ea st, UMR.
classes will be taught by Dr. Jeff Imes of the USGS and. will be free
and open to the public. New members are welcome. Leotards or loose
or
fitting, comfortab le clothing are appropria te attire. Bring a towel
mat. For informatio n call 364-3170.

The first step .
for the rest of your
LIFE
Why should you think about life insuranc e now,
when you're still young? Because , every year
that you wait, it costs more to start your financial
planning . That's why.
Let us show you the
college plan purchas ed by
more seniors than any other.
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Persons interested in being rehearsal pianists should call 341-4185
for appointme nts. For further informatio n call 341-4185.

TIl

is c
appli

American tradition, the
Western Movie. An outfeatures
standing . cast
Cleavon Little as the
railroad worker promoted to
candidate · for hanging and
then to Sh~riff of the town of
Rockridge. It's one hllarious
gag after another.
$tudent

Union · Board

Committ ee applications for

Spring Semester '82, are
available now in Room 217
Center-West.
University
JOIN NOW If you have infor
Ideas
novative
programming or want to
help select artists for concerts, fine arts or coffeehouses. Be a part of the

appn
Orgill

action in planning and
ou~r
conducting
recreation activities - float
trips, backpa~klng - or
direct tournaments for Indoor recreation. A gambler?
Join special events and beat
the odds at SUB's Annual
Casino Night. Artistic SUB
needs you for publicity for
programs. JOIN SUB for

Prepl

INVOLVEMENT,
FUN,
FRIEND S. Deadline for
filing application is Monday,
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bene

avail

fiIin@
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Orga
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any
moDE

finan

February 15.

Apj
grant

Signups for the Student
Foosball
Board
Union
Tournament will be posted in
the University Center-East.

orgar

tennial Hall. Outrageous,
uprorarious and contagious
comedy from MEL BROOKS
great
that
S~fing

on Thursday:
THE MISSOUR I MINER
T·I,341·4 235
Un iversity of Missouri·R olia
Rolla, MO 65401 .

B~NG

SAJDD~,SUnday,January

LECI'URE
Wednesda y, January 27 - Eugene Warren of the English depart.
ment will give a talk on C.S. Lewis at 6:00 p.m. at the Wesley Founis
dation. Everyone Is Invited to attend. Tbe Wesley Foundatlo n
located at 403 W. 8th St.
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Pres.Olson Outlines Financial Plan
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COLUMBIA - University
of MIssouri President James
·c. Olson today (Dec. 17)
outlined for the UM System
Board of Curators the approach he and the campus
chancellors plan to take In
coming months to cope with
reduced financial resources
as a result of declining state
and federal funding.
He noted that the financial trends of the past few
months indicate that UM's
financial difficulties will not
go away In the near future
and that the University must

base its planning upon a set
of general goals to maintaIn
quality required of a major
state .university.
"We must not be reluctant
to reduce or eliminate activities that we cannot do
well," Olson saId. "At the
same time, we must be
prepared
to
employ
resources In ways that we
believe will enhance the
quality of our programs and
activities. "
In addition to program
reductions, it was explained
that duriP1Lthe 1980s there
also will be a need for adding

some new programs and
expanding other programs
to meet changing conditions.
"As
the
planning
processes In which we are
now engaged move forward,
we will be bringing to you
reconunendations
which
emerge," Olson saId to the
curators.
Olson saId beginning In
January all University
activities and programs will
be reviewed under a set of
criteria. The criteria Includes analyzing the quality
of a program or activity, its
contribution
to
the

University mission or need
by the state, and financial
considerations.
The UM president saId
some of these steps may
have to be taken In months
ahead:

- Limiting or decreasing
enrollment
In
selected
programs;
- Adjusting admissions
standards ;

-

- Combining a program
within _a campus or among
campuses;
- Reducing the range of
student
options
within
certaIn degree programs;

Discontinuing entire has the base. The state of
Missouri has the need, " he
degree programs ;
Reducing existing said.
The president saId It was
research and extension
important for the Board of
programs ;
- . Insuring that only Curators, faculty, students
essential
administrative, and others to place these
service and support ac- planning efforts In context
and to form a " collective
tivities continue.
Olson noted that most understanding of what,
other major universities In realistically, are our 0pthe country are undergolng- tions."
similar steps. He saId major
Olson saId the decisions
universities
affect
the the administration and the
quallty of life In their states . board will have to make
and, like magnets, attract " will be difficult, painful,
economic
development. and In some cases, con" The University of Missouri
troversial. "

News Briefs
STUCO
Accepting
Applications
The UMR Student Council
is once again accepting
applications
for
spring
appropriations to campus
organizations. Up to $1,500 is
avallable to organizations
filing requests, and $1,000 is
available for non-varsity
sports
organizations.
Organizations
making
requests must not receive
any student activitY fee
money,
and must be
prepared to supply pertinent
financial information as well
as demonStrating their
benefit to the student body.
Appropriations
are
granted to help new
organizations get started (or
assist those organizations
which have deteriorated), or
help those organizations
which are inherently unable
to support themselves. Any
campus
recognized
organization may apply for
appropriations,
however
preference will 00 given to
those organizations which
did not receive fall appropriations.
Applications are available
on the door of the Student
Council Office at 202
University
Center-West.
. They may be returned no
later than January 29, 1982,
at noon, and absolutely no
late applications will be
accepted. For questions,
please contact John Minicky
at 364-9885 or call the Student
Council office at 341-4280.

Spring
Enrollment
The .unofficial spring
semester enrollment at the
University of MissourI-Rolla
reached a record 6,217 at the
close of regular registration

Tuesday (Jan. 12).
This is a gain of 592
students over last year's
official spring enrollment.
UMR Registrar Paul
Ponder saId that this is an
unofficial and preliminary
count since late registration
is continuing. The official
figure will be reported at the
end of four weeks.
The
record
Spring
enrollment follows a record
fall enrollment of 6,904.
Ponder
explained
that
spring enrollments are
always lower than those in
the fall because there are
large December graduating
classes and relatively few
entering students in January
compared to August.
Not Included In the 6,217
are students at the UMR
Engineering Center In St.
Louis, those enrolled in outstate credit courses and
students in the cooperative
program who are now in
their work semester.

Promising to "avoid (the
cutoff) if I possibly can," future. Consequently, !'this
Bell asked tIie grad school is probably the last year
deans and administrators we'll witness this kind of
In
the
GSL
for lobbying help to convince growth
"my
(administration) program," says Skee Smith,
colleagues about whether a spokeswoman for the U.S.
student loans should apply to Department of Education.
- The Education Dept. , in its
graduate students."
just-released preliminary
l\-4.ERE.5 /'o'IORE. '"TT.;) lliE.
report for the 1981 fiscal
'WAlR. FOR.cE.~
year, says it guaranteed
~ JU~T ' FL.Y1NcC !
student loans worth a record
rI.7 billion, up 59 percent
from fiscal 1980.

Air Force
Incentive
Program
Air Force staff Sergeant
Bobby Black, local Air Force
recruiter, announced that
the Air Force will present Its
speci~ Incentive program to
engineering students here In
Rolla. He states that the
team will be interviewing
and presenting the program
at the Rolla Holiday Inn on
the 20th and 21st of January,

Grad Students
May Be
Eliminated
WASIllNGTON, '
D.C.
U.S. Secretary of
Education Terrel Bell has
warned
that
graduate
students may be eliminated
from the popular Guaranteed Student Loan program
under the Reagan administration's proposed 1983
fiscal year budget.
Bell told a recent meeting
of the Council of Graduate
Schools that if education's
share of the 1983 budget now
being debated within the
administration and to be
submitted to Congress next
year "stays so low," he may
have to propose cutting
graduate students from GSL
eligibility.
(CPS) -

Record Loans
WASHINGTON,
D.C.
More students
borrowed more money under
the Guaranteed Student
Loan (-GSL) program from
fall, 1980 to fall , 1981 than
ever before. Some observers
attribute the huge increases
In the number of GSLs to an
impulse to " climb on the
ship before it sinks" as much
as to the need to borrow
more to meet higher tuition
costs.
'
Under
Reagan
administration
cutbacks,
however, fewer students will
be eligible for GSLs In the
(CPS)

Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. and Thursday from 9
a.m . to 4 p.m.
Sergeant Black explained,
" This special engineering
program
provides
for
payment of up to $1,000 per
month
to
engineering
students in their senior year
and gives the stUdents all
benefits and privileges of an
active duty service member,
Including medical care,
dental care, pay and
allowances, and even space
available travel to anywhere
in the world that the Air
Force flys! "
" The program is designed
tohelp the Air Force meet Its'
engineer recruiting goals by
offering special incentives."
he saId.
If you are interested in this
program and are presently a
senior working on a degree
in engineering you are urged
-to stop by the Rolla Holiday
Inn or call Sergeant Black
collect at (314) 364-4367.

$1,000
A $1,000 grand prize will be
awarded In the upcoming
poetry competition sponsored by World of Poetry, a
quarterly newsletter for
poets. .
Poems of all styles and on
any subject are eligible to
compete for the grand prize
or for 99 other cash or
merchandise
awards,
totaling over $10,000.
Says Contest Chairman,
Joseph Mellon, "We are
encouraging poetic talent of
every kind, and expect our
contest to produce exciting
discoveries. "
Rules and official entry
forms are available from the
World of Poetry, 2431
Stockton Blvd., Dept. A,
Sacramento,
Califo~a,
95817.

OOOOOOOOQQQQQQQQOOQQQQQ0QQQQ900QOOOOOQOOQQQQOQOQQQQ
The Missouri Miner is currently lookin~
or people to fill the following positionsK:;>
for the Spring semester:
K:;>

*

*

News Writers
Feature Writers

Applications will be accepted on
January 25 at 9:00, the first meeting
of next semester.

~~----------------------------~~--~------------------------ ~
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We'll show you how.•.free.
Evelyn Wood works - over I million people,
including students , executives, senators, and even
prt'sidents havl' proven it. A free I hour demon stration will show you how to save hundreds of
hours of drudger:-' this year (a;.; well as how to
ilHTeasl' .vour speed immediately with some ;.;imple
IH'W rt'a ding U·chniques).

Would you like to:

o

Raise yo ur grad e averag(> without long hours
over texts.
o End a ll-night cra mming sessions.
o Breeze through a ll yo ur studying in as littlt' as
I :l the time.
'
o H ave more free timl' to l' njo.\' :-'oursdf.
DRead :l to 10 tim es faster , with Iwtter con ·
centration , und erstanding, and rt'call .

It on 1:-' takes an hour, and it's free . Don't miss it.

Evelyn Wood 's reaclings:-'stem mak (· s itall possihl(·_

EvelynWoociAD
-

will open your- eyl's.
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ATTEND ANY ONEOF OUR FREE DEMONSTRATION LESSONS

JAN. 26

4:00 P.M.
7:00 ·P.M.
Univ. Center East
Meramec Room

~ EVELYN

The

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
~.

JAN. 27

4:00 P.M.

as bot
DUltles
andSl
stitutio

3 DAYS ONLY!
TUESDAY

daJom)

JAN. 28

7:00 P.M.

University Center East
Mark Twain Room

WOOD READING ·DYNAMICS
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What is this thing
called ReagonomicS ?
massive numbers of stifling, To COWlter this problem he
unnecessary
government recommends a simplified
. regulations, and (4) a slow tax code involving a flat-rate
We hear a great deal these but steady growth In tbe personal Income tax with no
days about ''Reaganomics.''
money supply, all of wbicb deductions. "By eliminating
Just what does It mean?
are aimed at (5) a balanced deductions," he said, "we
Well, In reality It represents , federal budaet.
can so Increase tbe tax base
a dramatic and significant
as to make possible a low
change In tbe fiscal or taxing
. '!be pbIlosophy of demand average
rate
for
and spending policies of tbe side economics was based everybody. "
.federal government.
on taxation for income ·
A variation might be
redistribut10n - a Robin
Since
tbe
Great Hood approach taking replacing Income taxes by
.DepressIon Era, tax policies from tbe producers In value-added tax, wbicb
have been biased In favor of society and giving to tbe taxes pnly consumption and
permits savings to acconsumption.
'IbIs
Is
non-producers.
cumulate tax free.
generally referred to as
demand side economics,
'!be pbIlosophy of supply
Moscovitcb said, "A 24
wherein an attempt Is made side economics Is to leave percent value-added taX, a '
to stimulate tbe economy by more funds in tbe hands of flat rate 3) percent tax on
increasing demand.
tbe producers so tbey can Income over $20,000, and
save and contribute to
Demand side economics capital Investment. . It Is $1,000 annual payment perdepends upon greatly in- _ increased capital wbicb capita would provide tbe
same revenues as tbe
creased
government leads to Increased produccurrent corporate tax and
spending, public works tion, whlcb In tum leads to
personal
Income
taxes
projects, welfare programs, Increased wealth, wbicb
combined.
anything to get more money then results. In a higher
Into tbe hands of tbe public. standard of living for
Suc;h tax revisions would
At the same time taxes are everyone.
bring 'about
tbe
acheld relatively low, leading
Economist Dr. Edward
cumulation of billions of
to budget deficits. Sucb Moscovitcb, speaking before
dollars In capital for new
policies are always ac- a recent conference of tbe . businesses, new tools, new
companied by inflation, Fiscal Policy Council In
jobs and new prosperity. It's
decreasing the value of tbe Washington, states that
something to think about!
purchasing power of our "The very complexity of our
money, whlcb erodes tbe tax code Is a major enemy of
Dr. Benson's comments do
worth of all savings In economic
growth."
He not necessarily represent the
wbatever form.
pointed out how people with
opinion pi the Missouri
Miner or its staff. Opposing
At tbe height of tbe funds to Invest look for tax
savings ratber than for
viewpoints are welcomed by
Depression In 1~ tbe dollar
profit through production.
the Miner.
was worth about 2 and onehalf 1967 dollars. '!be latest _ - - - - - COUPON _ _ _ _ _ _ •
Consumer PrIce Index for
August declares that tbe
1981 dollar Is worth only 11.5
cents compared to tbe 1~
dollar. Stated another way,
It means than since 1939 tbe
dollar bas lost 88.5 percent of
its value. So have all other
Featuring Electronic Games
thrift
Instruments :
denominated In dollars, sucb
such as
as bonds, retirement an:::I
-Defenders
-Donkey Kong
()
nuities and savings In banks
z_
and savings and loan in- •
-Space Fury -Pac-Man
stitutions.
'!be change In fiscal
fO.rthe
policies represented by
price of
Reaganomics Is characwith coupon
terized by five measures:
Hwy. 63 N. (across from the Vickers Station)
(1)
tax reductions, (2)
Good Thru Jan. 25. 1982
In
federal
reductions
spending, (3) elimination of
COUPON
By GEORGES. BENSON
Presldeot, N.E.P.

-1IlAT vI. ...... a...T
'(cu . •• Flve. H~
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Dresser Industries, one of the world's
leading suppliers of high technology
products and services to worldwide
energy, natural resource and industrial
markets, will be sponsoring an Open
House on campus on January 28,
1982. Seniors graduating in 1982 in
Ceramic Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Geological Engineering, Geology, Geophysics, .Mechanical Engineering,
Mining Engineering, Petroleum Engineering, and Physics are invited to
attend to become better acquainted
with our organization and career
opportunities.
We are a global organization employing nearly 55,000 individuals in over
500 facilities worldwide , For over 100
years we have contributed to the petroleum, natural gas, toal and power
generation markets and currently provide more products and services for
these markets than any other
company .
To learn more about a company that
has positioned itself in the mainstream of opportunities for the future,
visit our open house at the location
and time listed belo w:

I Ozark Fiddliil'l
I .1ft' 'octor~ I~
g
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~ Come as a pair & we'll do your hair. When you ~
~ come in for a haircut, bring a friend and we'll

6

cut their hair for half price. . .
Offer end5.January 30th, 1982

N

Special Good Only With This Coupon

~.

.~
I

L.;... - - - - ________ __ -COUPON-- _ _ _ _ _ _ "__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ JI

I

.

Hillcrest Beauty
Salon
.

.

DRESSER
INDUSTRIES
OPEN
HOUSE

Dale:
Time:
Location:

Thursday,
January 28,1982
7 p .m •• 9 p.m.
M issouri Room·
Union Building

DRESSER
INDUSTRIES

100 W. Hwy. 72
(at Elm)

364-4300

Dresser Industries Is An Equal Opportunity Employer
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IIHighroads" N ow Available
WASffiNGTON - There's
a trip to satisfy every taste
and pocketbook and age tn
the new 1962 "Hlghrt>ad to
brochure
Adventure"
published this week by
American Youth Hostels,
Inc. The "Highroad," a
passport to adventure which
Is available free from AYH
national headquarters here,
describes a wide variety of
creative, low-cost organized
trips and tours throughout
North America, Europe,
Africa, China, Israel and
Australia .

In all, there are over 50
low-cost adventure tours and
every tour Is planned to
satisfy the person looktng tor
a unique travel experience
and a camarad erie that Is a
of
Ingredient
special
hostels.
and
hosteltng
"Highroa d" tours range tn
length from 3 to 46 days and
coat as little as $96.
Of special tnterest this
year are many Of the new
trips to various parts of the
United States and the world.
One of these, the 14-day
"Spectac utour" Is designed

for adventurous souls who
wlll sailplane ride tn
balloons, rock climb whitewater raft, hike, horsepack,
ride aerial tramway s and
jeeprlde tn the spectacular
Colorado RockJes. The price
is $1095 which also Includes
meals,
transportation,
lodging, tour guIde and tnsurance.
In addition to mlnI-bus
tours there are trips for the
cycling enthusias ts such as
the 14-day "Salty Dog" trip
for just $390. This easy
cyclIng tour Is designed for

the novice and tntermedlate
cyclist who enjoys the sun,
sea and sands of Cape Cod,
Martha's Vtneyard and
Nantucket. There are 12
departur e dates for youth
and adult groups leavtng
throughout the summer
months. Besides "Salty
Dog" there are 25 other
cycling tours throughout the
United States and Canada.
For those who want to
travel abroad, American
Youth Hostels sponsors a
number of trips that wlll
explore the back roads and

';

I.

:c:

':II!

parks
and
enchanttng cities of the .museums
British Isles and the Con- throughout Israel.
There Is one element every
tinent. One such tour ~
"Romantic Roads." This 45- trip In the 1962 "Highroad to
day cycltng tour rambles Adventure" has tn common
along the romantic roads of and that Is hosteling with
Bavaria, Switzerland and over 5000 hostels presently tn
the French Riviera and operation tn 50 countries.
includes the charmtng cities Hosteling Is shartng a travel
of Bern, Luzerne, Munich and livtng experience with
others and brings people
and Nice.
from all over the world
adventuresome together tn unique, low-cost
For
rangtng
travelers looktng for a trip accommodations
that Is completely out of the from cabinS to castles, ships
to
hotels
ordtnary, AYH has hJktng to
lodges,
and bicycling trips through lighthouses.
ChIna, tncludtng a 3-<lay visit
Other travel services
to an agricultural commune. Include custom designed
Also offered Is a two-week
group tours to just about
bus tour through Mexico and anywhere tn the world. AYH
acall
a three-week bus tour of will
handle
tranSexotic India.
commodations,
meal
and
American Youth Hostels portation
also offers a number of trips arrangem ents for a small
for the tndlvldual traveler fee and provide each group
who does not want to go on with detailed Instructions,
tour. maps and informaUon about
organized
an
"Australian Adventure," for the destinations to be visited.
example, Includes 30 days of
The 1962 "Highroad to
ac- Adventure" Is available free
hostel
youth
commodations, a 3Q.day bus by writing to American
pass good to any desttnaUon Youth Hostels, Inc., Travel
Australia's Department, National Adby
served
Greyhound Ltnes, plus lO mlnIstrative . Offices, 1332
percent off on slghtseetng "I" Street, N.W., SuIte 800,
tours tn Adelalde, Brisbane, Washington, D.C. 20005, or
Alice Springs and other bycalltng,tollfree,~
cities across Australia.
9426.
The "Highroad" also tnAmerican Youth Hostels,
7cludes an Israeli trip. ThIs
Inc. (AYH) Is a non-profit
association
day package costs just $437 membership
for two people. Included In organized to provide yearthis price Is a compact rent- round opportunlUes for
a-car, seven nights ac- outdoor recreation and
educaUonal
commodation with two tnexpenslve
meals, and free entrance to travel through hosteJlng.

~.'afs
nic events board.
Newes t additio n to UMR's Multi- Purpos e Building, an electro
(Photo bV Voll mer)

TIle countdown Is on!
There are only 56 days until
St. Pat's, 1962. Fraternltles,
sororities, and other campus
organizations: ThIs means
It's deftnltely Ume to start
your float, non-float, and
cudgel projects. Freslunen,
It's also time to start
prepartn g your shillelaghs
In that light, one Is led to
so you can protect . UMR
wonder about the people who
from those ferocious snakes
practical ly cover their cars
mlnI- that appear every St. Pat's.
these
with
On behalf of the St. Pat's
advertisements. Of course,
many people buy bumper Board, I would like to
apologize for not being able
sUckers, but never actually
to sell children's sweatplace them on their cars.
shirts, this semester. The
We will forever be tn debt,
however, to those who do company that manufactured
place these bits of wit on these youths' sweatshirts
their cars. The stickers often has folded. But as a
replacement, youth T-shirts
give a welcome relief from
the task of drlvtng. Last, but with the St. Pat's '82 emblem
not least, Is an old favorite, . wlll be offered.
How 'bout those new
"Solar's AlrIght But Nukes
huggers! These are the
Do It All Night. "

H on k if yo u' re H or ny
changes. The sticker " Wlll
Met
Never
Rogers
Driving tn the city, or on Khoemenl" Is rarely seen on
the highway, It makes little a vehicle anymore.
Then come the cause
difference. The driver's
curiosity Is often aroused by stickers: "Drive CarefUlly
Cause
the unreadable bumper School's Open."
sticker. It Is not uncommon stickers attempt to arouse a
to see cars creeping forward sense of duty tn other
at a stoplight so that the drivers. A good example
driver can discern the was recently seen on a semi
truck that was transporttng
bumper sticker's few words.
There are several classes funeral caskets, "Tallgat ers
of bumper stickers, just as are some of our best
there are types of music. customers."
stickers,
Occupational
Political stickers come and
however, have a longer
~o, as the political scene
By TWEETY BIRD

lifetime. "Love a Nurse" Is
such an example. Another,
very common to this campus, Is "Engtneers Do It
Better."
Some people, as curious as
they are about other's
stickers, refuse to place any
of these objects on their own
bumpers. A philosophy
teacher once explained his
repulsion to the stickers.
"They (the stickers) contain
senfragmented
short,
tences, which lllustrates the
way In which the driver's
mind works."
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K.D.: H1,

Scooter:
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were you?

K.D.: Vb,

Hey,I'm ~
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thick, fully molded type of
cooler cup. 1be best part Is
they are priced the same as
last year's huggers, a low
$3.00.
The junior Reps are again
operating a sales table tn
Student Unlon Building. 1be
hours are 9:30 a.lIi. to 2:30
p.m. All St. Pat's green
items will be available at
this table.
and
Items
The
correspondtng prices are as
follows :$ .50
Buttons
$3.50
Baseball Caps
$3.25
Visors
$ .25
Bumper Stickers
$ .75
Garters
$7.50
Sweatshirts
$3.50
Stocking Caps
$3.00
Huggers
$1.50
Shot Glasses
$2.75
Pilsner Glasses
$5.00
Youth T-shirts
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Classified are offererl free of cJJarge lIS a service
and source of entert81nment to the readers.
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A Note of Thanks:
It was a dark, dismal December 16th morning. I glanced at the
clock, it was 10: 15 a.m. I had already suffered through three finals,
and yet, three stlll remaJfied. I turned on my stereo to receive my
dally dose of Rock and Roll (prescribed by my doctor to combat the
dreaded Rolla Boredom Syndrome). But alas, what station to choose?
KFBD WaynesvilJe, no, acceptable but poor reception. KCLU, I'd
rather not discuss them, but then, who wants too? KMNR, why not,
last choice. Normally, I don't Itsten to KMNR, "New Wave and 60's
remnants" don't interest me, but this particular morning a different
sound graced my speakers. "Shooting Star, " and not just any song but
"Last Chance"! Being from Kansas City, I'm a devout KY·I02 and
"Shooting Star" fan. No doubt I was in music beaven! They followed it
up with "REO" and "Boston" I My falth in humanity was restored.
The galaxies between Rolla and the rest of civilization had once again
(If only for a brief moment) been bridged. Thanks to Nick and KMNR,

Scooter P.I.

~le

WOrld
v-cos!
nging
ships.

A Candid .Interview

to

By KEN DONNELLY

my call1Ilg.
K.D.: You mean, because
Since I
have known of the excitement of it all?
Scooter: Excitement? No.
Scooter for quite some time
now, I was given the task of It was 'cause the girls were
crazy about him.
_
interviewing him for the
K.D.: Oh, yeah, and are
Miner. I rontacted him at his
office and he agreed to meet
the girls crazy about you
me (in a half hour) in a
now?
Scooter: I'm not real sure.
secluded booth at 209.
Most- of them don't talk to
K.D.: Hi, Scooter.
Scooter: Hey Ken, what's me, for long anyway. But I
think I'm due.
up? You weren't followed,
K.D.: I see. Are you
were you?
planning to boost your
K.D.: Vb, I don't think so.
Hey, I'm supposed to ask the image?
Scooter: No, I think I'm
questions.
just gonna put more girls in
Scooter: Oh, Yeah. Okay,
shoot.
.
my stories.
K.D.: Right, movin' right ·
K.D.: First of all, how did
along ... You've been known
you get the name Scooter?
to wear some pretty
Scooter: Wow, I'm not
outlandish clothes. There've
sure, it's been so long ago. I
been chicken hats, rowboy
kinda took it on when I
hats with Hawaiian shirts,
realized that when my
parents yelled "Scooter,"
and wash and wear suits
they were talking to me.
with new wave ties. Why do
you dress like thls?
K.D.: I see. And when did
Scooter: I like to think of .
you first desire to become a
private investigator?
myself as a trend-setter.
Scooter: I guess when I
This year I'm gonna be
saw Burt Reynolds in a
pushin' Izod hats and V-neck
movie as a P.I. Just watSt. Pat's sweatshirts.
ching Burt get beat up, his
K.D.: I'll be sure to get
friends killed, while living In , mine, soon. What I really
a ooe-room apartment and
wanted to know is if these
having to sleep on a pool
outfits helped In your cases?
table, I knew that thls was
Scooter: As a matter of
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fact, yes. They allow me to
gain an edge on my opPonents. It's amazing how
many people .underestimate
a person just because he
dreSses silly.
K.D.: Nice idea. Anyway I
would like to hear more
about what you were doing
over the holidays. As I understand it you were helping
capture Libyan hitmen.
Correct?
Scooter: 'That's right. I
was asked by the president
to be in charge of the Midwest Assassin Roundup.
K.D. : Oh,do you know
President Reagan?
Scooter: Sort of. He's
waved to me from his car
before.
K.D.: Why did he pi.ck
you?
Scooter: He didn't.
meant the president of
N.S.P.I. earlier. That's
National Society of Private
Investigators. I was Vice
President two years ago.
K.D.: Oh, okay. Vb, could
you tell me a little about
your current associates?
Scooter: Well, my trusted
Assistant Doc just got a job
in New Orleans. I think he's
gonna start his own P.1.
business. Anyway, I'm

planning on hiring another
assistant. Other than that
there's only G.B., the
renowned heliropter pilot.
He's not very good at
detecting but he's great at
parties.
K.D .: What type of person
are you looking for, to be
your assistant?
Scooter: I need somebody
trustworthy, loyal, smart,
and -with lots of money to buy
beer willi. Unless of rourse
it's a girl, then she should be
a gorgeous blonde.
K.D .: Well, good luck with
that. Since we're running
low on time, I'd like to ask
you a few more quick
questions.
Scooter: Okay, fire away.
K.D.: Do you carry a gun?
Scooter: Not usually. Most
of the time I don't need one,
and besides that, it hurts my
back when I sit down.
K.D.: How do you keep
pace in such an adventurous
life?
Scooter: I get plenty of
sleep, dririk plenty of beer,

See
Scooter
page 10

AIR FORCE ROTC IS RETURNING TO CAMPUS, FALL SEMESTER 1982

_as

\ a loW

reagaiD
table In

How about an "insurance" policy that your science or engineering degree will really be used? It
would be nice. Especially considering the work you put into such a degree.
. .
.
The Air Force will use your talents. We have openings for young men and women maJonng In
selected science and engineering academic fields ... like Aeronautical, Aerospace, General and
Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, Physics and~Computer Technology, and many more ..
One way to get into these openings is through ~r. Force ROTC. Our AFR~TC scholarship ca~ help
you financially so you can concentrate on gettIng your degree. AFROTC IS a great opportumty to
help yourself through college, and the Air Force is a great opportun.ity to really use what you learn.
Look into the Air Force ROTC program at your campus. It's good Insurance:

jng.'lbe
to 2:30

~~
~Ie

my remaining sentence at Rolla will be a bit more bearable.
Sincerely,
PAS, Dedicated to Life,
Liberty and the
PursuIt of Rock and Roll
A'ITENTION UNICYCLE RIDERS! A university Unlcycle Club Is
now being formed with hopes of entertng a non-float entry in thts
year's St. Pat's parade. We need everyone! Call Scott at3&Hl665.
To Chrts at Rustic Motel:
For the benefit of those who are occupants and guest of the Rustic
Motel, take a SHOWER!!! If thts advice Is n.ot take seriously, you will
be thrown into the Lake at Lion's Club Park with a box of Laundry
detergent.
Signed,
T.S.T.R.A.F.S.P.
LOST: A red warm-up jacket with white stripe doWn shoulders and
sleeves. Lost at end of last semester on Intramural Fields. If found,
please contact Ed at 364-9818.
FOR SALE: HP-4IC in excellent condition. Comes with brand new

case aM batteries. Owners manual also included. $175. Call Rob at
3&H)106.

GRELLNER SALES.
AND SERVICE, INC.
Distributor of Miller,
Miller Lite, Pabst Blue Ribbon, Andeker &
Lowenbrau

•

.,

.'

. .~

.

If you are
having a party,
contact our
campus rep.

•
I

•

at

and

areas
$ .50

$1.50
$1.25
$ .25
$ .75

Until April, 1982
Contact us at Det 440, AFROTC
214 Crowder Hall, Univ. or Missouri
Columbia, MO 65211
314-882-7621
Gateway to a great way of life.

rI· 5O

$1.50
$1.00
$1.50
$2.75
$5.00

~Z~_..-

A great way of life.

il
I

KEVIN ISOM 364·8535

j

Engineer the future
with Union Electric
As one of the nation's largest investor·owned
utilities. we at Union Electric want to talk with
graduating Engineers about positions available in St.
. Louis and at our Callaway Nuclear Power Plant
under construction in mid-Missouri .
We offer excellent career opportunities to Electrical ,
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineers . We' ll be on
campus:

Friday, February 5

type of
l part is

is
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Visit your placement office for more information
and to sign up for interviews . If you are unavailable
for an interview , send your resume ':0 :
Su sa n M . Bornholdt
Employ ment Re presenta tive

UNION ELECTRIC COMPANY

II
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'rRAINING: 1raining programs offering early
lllanagerial and technical responsibilities. Immediate
opening in aviation management.

PILOTS • NAVIGATORS'· SYSTEMS OPERATORS
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QlJALIFICA1'IONS: ,Minil11ulll BS/BJ\ degree
(summer graduates ma~y inquire). Applicants must be
no ll10re than 29 ~years old. Relocation required. ApplicantsDlust pass aptitude and physical exanlinations
and qualify for security clearance. U. S. citizenship
required.
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Tradition!

with perfection, and Insult
So rats learned quickly
my Instructors without their how to perform their funcknowing It. Public schools tion without flaw. Answering
Over a splendid boliday
had left a lot to be desired, the phone, sweeping the
vacation 1 had the opand 1 had just reached the floors, cleaning the 'rears.'
po~ty to witness for
age where 1 knew It, and had A year blowing by so quickly
myself a critically acthe chance to do something that a rat would only have
claimed
movie
called
about it. Just how 1 learned time to vow his revenge:
"Taps." For those of you Qf this school Is not im- that next year the rats would
unfamiliar with the picture,
portant, but what Is im- have it worse.
It is primarily a hypothetical portant Is the fact that 1
Now from an outsider's
venture Into the working of a
came to be In attendance at point of view, a year of hell
military academy and the
military school by my own isn't exactly what one would
special triumphs and battles choosing. From a little kid use to describe 'something to ,
't hat " are fought there.
out of junior high to a cadet cry about' with, but as a
"Taps" deals with a young In tenth grade. From one matter of fact, that is what
cadet named Moreland, who who used to play army; to many of the new cadets did:
is the top-ranking cadet at
one who was close to being In cry. On the final day of that
this Institution; and, In
it.
first year, cadets have the
whom a violent struggle with
1 had a roommate, his tendency to forget how much
tradition culminates with the name was Huddie. 1 recall they hated the year that had
loss of his life.
how he always would forget gone by, and the voice inside
1 happen to be one of the something at every In- their hearts began to speak,
more fortunate people to spection - then he and 1 telling them that It may not
have been an Integral part of would end up doing pu$-uPs have been as bad as they
the military academy life. In the hall or shining the thought. Perhaps it was that
For me, this movie was an brass tubing In the shower they had learned something '
almost scary portralt of the room. All new cadets were that the course of a 'stanyears that 1 attended referred to as only "rats." ' dard'
education lacks:
military school. It was easy We were the lowest, filthiest, tradition.
for 'me to see Inside the vilest scum that existed on
The Institution 1 attended
cadet, Moreland, and know the face of the Earth: and (as well as most every
of the struggle which was any cadet who had a year of school In the military genre)
taking place. 1 was, for a , longevity was never hesitant feeds on traditions of the
year, as Moreland was: the to let us know It. One could past. Modem day cadets
senior-ranking cadet at a hear at almost any 'time of taught to value old principles
military academy.
the day or night the call of of courtesy, manners, and
Perhaps many of you, at the 'old boys': "I need a leadership through others of
one time or another, have rat!" And then the primary their own age. 'lbose comwondered what It is like at a response of any new boy mencement
ceremonies:
military school :.-- what are literally dropping whatever with Auld Lang Syne and the
the pressures, the deman$, you happen to be In the Ainerlcan flag. For anyone
the personal conflicts which process of doing and jum- to have ever witnessed - no
have to be dealt with each ping out your door to stand at one would forget. Old cadets
day? For those left with an attention. The last rat out graduate and leave to the
empty longing Inside to would get the dirtiest job.
newer cadets the position ,of
know, 1 hoPe this may help
you to understand what
"Taps" is all about.
In 1976, 1 was one of some
three-hundred cadets to
begin the 96th Corps of
cadets. Better than a tbIrd of
all who, were registering
so, you could earn more than
were typical of myself:
bewildered graduates of
5900
a month your Senior year.)
public schools from across
Even if you're a Junior engineering or
the United States, and as far
away as Thalland and
physical science major, it's not too early to
Japan. Some entering for
start thinking about your career. And if
their seventh-grade year,
you think you've got what it takes to
others beginning high school
become an expert in nuclear power, the
and college. But from any
Navy has a special program you should
background the tension was
building, that first day In the
look into right away.
nine months was purely a
Why right away? Because if you're
period of scared excitement
selected, we'll pay you more than $900 a
- no matter what l!ge, they
month during your Senior year. (If you are
all were a bit unsure that this
military schooillfe would be
presently a Senior, you can still join the
their lucky star.
program.)
For me, It was a chance to
What then? After graduation, you'll get
get away from the rituals of
nuclear training from the men who run
the public schools. 1 learned
more than 70% of the 'nuclear reactors in
how to shoot rubber bands
ByM. DEAN ANGOVE

Could you be
a nuclear expert?

leadership that they woUld tradition that guided cadets 101st Corps of cadets survived, and managed to shed
learn to command.
to achieve the honorable.
1 held many commands
My finai year, the year of its share of tears at the
during my five years at 1980-81, was the year when 1 commencement ceremonies
military school. All of them 1 assumed the awesome task of that year.
Cadets entered as nothings
valued as the opportunity to of commanding the entire
help motivate others' lives, corps, It was a, particularly and grew to become
and to move cadets from paralyzing year with the somebodies. When they
being "rats" to being onset of high level d1fleaders.
flculties within the adIt was always tradition _ ministration
and
the
that told me what the next military attachment. But
step was to be. Always through thick and thin, the

See

Tradition
Page 10
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Books Be Records
We buy. sell & trade
-Records
-Books
-Tapes
-Magazines
We sell -Posters

l

808 Pine
in Downtown Rolla
364-22«

1M
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-
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Be someone special
in the N uclear Navy.

.,

Get Ready!

o
o
o

af

the country-Navy men. And an
opportunity to apply that training in the
Navy's nuclear-powered fleet.
Only about 200 men will be chosen for
this program this year. So, If you're
interested, call us.
Our number is 314-263-5000
Call Collect Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
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Fascinated with Star Raiders, Pac-Man, Space Invaders,
AsterOids, or Computer Chess?
Understand computers?
Think you can do better than Atari?
We do too!

Get Set!
We're Interlogic, an international firm specializing
in marketing videogame concepts from start to
finish.
We'd be interested in hearing about your ideas
under complete confidentiality.

Go!
Just fill out the coupon below and find out if you
have a winning idea.

r

In;';;;'-I~~------------------------l

9806 West Farragut Avenue
Rosemont, Illinois 60018
(312) ~71-0305
Yes, I want to be part of the booming gaming industry and would like to
know more about Intcrlogic. I promise a game concept that's a winner!

NAME __________________________

~AGE

ADDRESS ________________________
CITY

STATE

~

______________

_______________
ZIP _____________

UNIVERSITY _______________________________________
L_______________________________
J
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Groundwaves
'!be KMNR 747 Is once
again taking off on another
mission to save the world
from reallty. We have
gathered energy from the
four corners of the Earth and
concentrated It in a small
bullding in the middle of
campus just for you. Yes, the
KMNR airwaves has more
energy than ever. As Mr.
Snapman looks out his port
window he sees the beautiful
people all around him, he
sees roses through blood shot
eyes, and all the time feeling
the heartbeat of the entity
that keeps the music
flowing. '!be 747 on Its
mission riding with starships
and dragons at a cruising
speed of 89.7 million miles
per second, spreading good
energy
throughout
the
universe. It's a new year, a
renewed spirit and an expanded mind. Look out Rolla
here we come! ! !
Phew I What an Introduction, after several
babble sessions with various
people, I have come up with
an interesting perspective of
KMNR - as a composite of
many people's ideas.
Here It ts: All you young,
thriving engineers to-be
basically have a pattern of

life to follow. FIrst we learn
to deal with people, then we
start to put input into the
system. We eventually accept the world as It Is and
pursue careers following a
good education. When we
finally get a job, we become
perfectionist at what we do
until we establish a dally
routine to live by.
Here at KMNR we show
you an alternative, because
what we are Is an alternative
radio station. To some, we
may he ~tter or worse than
your commercial stations
further up the dial, but we
are different in a way. We
are different in the fact that
we are like artists, the
airwaves are our canvas and
music Is our paint.
'!be KMNR outlook Is a
little different than that of
your average Joe. FIrst,
people need to open their
mind and think positively
about their environment.
'!ben they must be willing to
try and experiment with new
things (be It music or
whatever), keeping in mind
that you can't really set any
strict~dellnesforyourseU.

Rather write the rules as you
go. Spontaneity Is an important factor in our

Scooter
and exercise whenever I get
real bored.
K.D.:
Do you know
Karate?
Scooter: No, but I've seen
every episode of Kung Fu.
Twice.
K.D.: Do you watch
-Magnum P.I.?
Scooter: Who?
K.D.: Magnum, M-A-G-N-

.....--"3rdl2~l:-...

POCBBTTIIB
SAVINGS ON

Finally, you will be able to
lead and express yourself.
Life is not an image, but a
vision full of creativity and
emotion. We can all happily
exist in any type of world we
want and that world Is up to
us to determine.
This shows up a lot in our
programmlng. We aren't
professionally taylored to fit
a particular age group or
class of people, and we try to
express
our
art and
creativity to whoever wishes
to tune in.
We are more than happy to
have input from anyone who
Is a listener because they too
are part of KMNR. We may
be a little weird at times, and
totally bizarre at,others, but
remember what Henry
David Thoreau said over a
century ago, "We may be no
better, hopefully no worse,
but at least we are different."

Joel-With a little help
from my friends.

from page 7

U-M,P.I.
Scooter: Oh, him. Yeah,
sometimes. I send him ideas
every once in a while.
K.D. : Do you have any
recent accomplishments?
Scooter: I was named as
one of the 25 most intriguing
people in Rolla.
K.D.: What's your favorite
quote?

Tradition
succeeded,
they
were
rewarded when they
failed they were punished.
And though it left a bad taste
in their mouths quite often,
they came to appreciate
what military school taught
them:
discipline
and
tradition .. .
... But only if they want
those things from it. While
they were readily available,
many overlooked what was
offered, and then blamed It

development, we must be
able to create continuously.
Life and work here isn't nine
to five, but rather a twentyfour hour ongoing process of
creative output.

/

Scooter: If you get in
trouble, yell for help.
K.D.: Well, that's about all
the time we have. Thanks a
lot for your time.
Scooter: That's okay, you
bought all the beer. Oh, and
Ken .. .
K.D.: Yeah,Scoots?
Scooter: Of all the people I
know, you're one of them.

Start Saving Your Wrangler Stamps Today! No garnes,
no contests.. just a great way to save some big bucks on a
pair of first quality Wrangler Jeans.
Just come in to any participating Hardee's Restaurant
and pick up your WraAAler Collector card. Order up any
sandwich or breakfast biscuit and the cashier will give
you a Wrangler stamp to put on your card. Collect five
stamps and a great pair of first quality Wrangler Jeans
is yours for only

ByGJ

1beUJ
!raveled
weekend

from page 9

on "the system."
So for those of you who
have ever wondered what it
Is really like - I tell you it Is

just like anything else in life:
full of ups and downs and
times when none would feel
as though "he'd Qeen literally
given the finger. But times of
the latter were scarcely easy
to recall. Through all the
pride, little else managed to
infect the general spirit, with
the exception of a few

Uoiversi~

Looisand
!he Rive

negative attitudes.
So, just as Cadet Major
Moreland stood up to the
national guard commander
- his words leave a stinging
reminder for many of us who
have been in the military
schools across the country:
"This is our home, we think
it's worth defending ...
And in the majority of
minds, it truly will be worth
remembering. At least it ts
forme.
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----~----------THE ROAST BEEF MEAL DEAL

FOR ONLY $t.49.
You get a regular Roast Beef Sandwich, regular Fries,
and a medium Soft Drink for just $1.49 plus taI.
GoodataJl participaungHardee's. Please represen t coupon before ordering. One
coupon
customer. please. Customer must pay any sales tax due on the
pu('Cha.se price. This coupon not good In combination with any other offers.

per

KEYSTROKES ' REG ROB ,
REG FRIE S. MEO DRINK .
MEAL DEAL . REG ROB . TOTAL

u_
..~~
11G1G5&~ -

.

Offer upiree

JII..OUoUy 31 .

1982

I

12:01.112)

PillS $2 shippillg a1/(llxmdlillg per pail:
Choose your favorite style. Then send in your card with
your check, or money order. We'll address your Wrangler
Jeans to "On e Tough Customer"! With each pair of jeans
you'll aisogeta coupon good for $3.0() off your next Wrangler purchase at any Wrangler retailer. Details available
at participating Hardee's restaurant,s.

Planned Parenthood
Central Ozarks
SERVICES FOR ALL MEN & WOMEN
BIRTH CONTROL exams, supplies, instruction NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING
PREGNANCY TESTING and exams PROBLEM PREGNANCY COUNSELING on
all options: parenthood, adoption , abortion VENEREAL DISEASE TESTING
STERILIZATION COUNSELING & referrals COUNSELING on problems related
to sexuality and reproduction EDUCATION, FILMS, PAMPHLETS
Services are CONFIDENT AL
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM·the fundametal right of every i ndividual to decide
freely and responsibly when and whether to have children- is a reaffirmation of the principles of individual liberty upon which this country was
founded.
ROLLA CLINIC
10328 Kingshighway (314) 364-1509

:~

PillS $2 sbijJPillg alUl bmullillg per pail:
Pocket the s~vings on kids' Wrangler Jeans and pay only

~y'
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Miners undefeated in league play
SOURCE:OPI
People are beginning to
realize that the 1981-82
University of Missourl-Rolla
men's basketball team is for
real.
The Miners raised their
record to 10-5 overall and a
perfect 3-0 in conference
play Monday night by
touted
wrupping ru~y
Northeast Missouri State ffl73. Saturday night UMR
clipped 14th ranked Northwest Missouri State 7&-70.
"We are playing very good
basketball, but we must
continue to improve," said
head basketball coach Billy
"The kids have
Key.
responded very well to some
tough tesis and we are
pleased with the way things
are going."
Picked dead last in the
pre-season MIAA poll, UMR
is currently the only team in
the loop with an unbeaten
conference record. Both
Northwest and Northeast
were undefeated in MIAA
action before encountering
the well-balanced Miners.
In Saturday's win over
Northwest Missouri, Rickie

Cannon scored 23 points to
pace five players in double
figures. Cannon agaIn paced
the Miners in Monday's win
with 18 points and five
notched
'p layers
agaIn
double figures.
"We are really spreading
the scoring around and that
is very important to our
success," Key said. "Curtis
Gibson was injured earlier in
the season and he is just now
starting to get back his
game, so we look for rum to
be another weapon down the
conference stretch."
Gibson, a 0.5 freshman
forward from Kansas City,
came off the bench Monday
night to score 17 points and
grab several key rebounds.
It was his free throw
shooting in the second half
(nine out 01.10) that put the
lid on the Miner win.
UMR shot 55 percent from
the field in each win and Key ,
stressed thls was a major
reason for his squad's hot
start in conference play.
been
. "We
have
outrebounded at times and
haven't been able to get as
many shots away as the
other club, but we are taking

better shots and rutting
them," the UMR coach said.
"We are maturing as a team
and starting to do some
things that we just weren't
able to do when the season
started."

The Miners will get a road victory
over
Central
test Saturday wben they face
Missouri State Monday
Southeast Missouri State in
night.
Cape Girardeau in a 7:30
p.m. game. The Indians are
"This is a long season with
coming off two stralght
MIAA wins, including a 5&-54 a lot of ,games ahead of us,

but we have to be smiling
right now," Key said. "We
have shown that we are
capable of having a say in
who wins the conference this
year."

.,
I
II

Switntners shine
By GERRY GOEKE
The UMR Swim Team

,

traveled to St. Louis last
weekend to take on the
University of Missouri-st.
Louis and the Miners blasted
the Rivermen out of the
water by a score of 83-30.
Joe Pericich, a sophomore
from st. Louis, was named
the Coca-Cola Athlete of the
Meet as he swam a lifetime
best 10:20.37 in the 1000 yard
freestyle. His time is also a
season best distance mark
for the Miners.
Paul Stricker, a senior
from St. James, also had a
standout day, as he won the
~ yard individual medley
(2:01.82), the 200 yard
butterfly (2:02.4), and anchored the 400 yard freestyle
relay team {Mike Sruve,

Mike Walsh, Joe Baldi) to a
victory in a time of 3: 25. 48.
Chris Aria was the only other
double winner, touching the
tape first in the 100 yard
freestyle and the 200 yard
freestyle.
Other individual winners
for the meet included Steve
Werling in the 50 yard
freestyle (22.89), Ed Krygier
in the 200 yard backstroke
(2:06.79), Bill Becker in the
500 free (5:00.25), and Don
Havey in the 200 yard
breaststroke (2:18.74).
The Miners are on the
road agaIn this weekend,
tr~veliilg to Springtield to
meet Drury College on
Saturday. Their next home
meet will be on January 30,
agaiilst the University of
Northern Iowa, scheduled
1:00p.m. starting time.

Intramural News
By JOHN DANIEL

I
I
I
I
I
I
:J

The semester's intramural
action got off to a quick start
as basketball play started
Tuesday evening. League
games will continue through
March 2, when the top two
teams in each league will
qualify for the finals on
March 3-4.
This Saturday the gym
floor will be available for
student use from 10 a.m. to 3

p.m. and the rest of the
facilities will be available
until 5 p.m. The pool will be
open from noon to 5 p.m. On ,
Sunday all facilities will be
available from 1 p.m. to 7:45
p.m.
Students are reminded
that st. Pat's gym is
available for free play each
Tuesday and Thursday
evening from &-9 p.m.
Validated student identification is required.

J!..-, ,

Joey McDowell jum-ps for a rebound In the Miner victory over Northeast.

Intramural Standings
SigEp
BetaSig
TKE
KappaSig
PiKA
SigNu
TJHA

PruKap
Tech Eng
Triangle
SigPi
Lambda Chi
Campus
GDI
DeltaSig
RHA
KA
MHA-East
AEPi
SigTau
Theta Xi
Wesley
Delta Tau
Newman
ROTC
CCH
BSU

ASS

, MHA-West

1658.5
1571.5
1568.5

mazoa

(Photo by Vollmer)

DIESEL

1558

1493.5
1476
1415.5
1374
1221.5
1221
1205

1199.5
1189
1185.5
1176
1139.5
1114.5
1103.5
1056

New 1982 8-2200 Diesel

986.5

981
955.5
936.5

919.5

No. M069

772
765
626
565.5

551

CSA

528

APru A
Pi KappaPru
Vets Club
EconCiub
A<!acia

455. 5
429.5
406.5
358.5

165

$6,995

5 speed t ransmission . 2 .2 litre diesel engine.
long bed. deluxe trim .

1401 hwy . mileage
e5t

!32/mpg

.

Sellers-Sexton
Hwy 63 S. Rolla
364-7300

-
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WALiMART

Hwy. 63 S. & Hwy. 72 E. Rol~o

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Prices good thru Jan. 23, 1982

Trapper Keeper
·10'l,'·xI2"
.Store "Trapper" portfolios
.36 sheet note pad & clip
·No. 29096

2.00
Iltdl-1JItJ-1c

·70 count

The Bill Paying
Organi-zer

., vertl,.1 POCke"

·No.67464
.12 fil ing envelopes
·printed sheets for records
.notebook with pencil holder
- ·6x9 •.3-ring tri-fold vinyl binder

1.97

.

.27

0

-ri-a.ff'd

Trapper Notebook
•

~-~

Nylon Back Pack
. Tear drop design

5.94
Protractor Rule

Critter Sitter

-6 inch
-By Pedigree

Page Protector
-Crystal pages
-Includes mounting pages
-Packages of 3

Walmart Envelopes
Double Deck Bridge Set
-By Hoyle

ENVELOPES
100 ENVELOPES

-100 count
-White
-Regular or legal

3 l11 lll,' 6 ":.In.

1.'62
WAL-MART' S AOVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLIC Y-I! is our Intention to have every actvertsed item in
stock, however , If due to any unforeseen reason , an advertised Item is not available for purchase . WaI·Mart
willlssue 8 Rain Check on reQuest, for the merchandise to be purchased at the sale price whenever available , or
wilt sell you 8 slmllar Item at a comparable reduction In price We reserve the right to limit quantities

WAI:MART

